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Context: The diagnosis of adrenal insufficiency is clinically challenging and often requires ACTH

stimulation tests.

Objective: To determine the diagnostic accuracy of the high- (250 mcg) and low- (1 mcg) dose ACTH

stimulation tests in the diagnosis of adrenal insufficiency.

Methods: We searched six databases through February 2014. Pairs of independent reviewers se-

lected studies and appraised the risk of bias. Diagnostic association measures were pooled across

studies using a bivariate model.

Data Synthesis: For secondary adrenal insufficiency, we included 30 studies enrolling 1209 adults

and 228 children. High- and low-dose ACTH stimulation tests had similar diagnostic accuracy in

adults and children using different peak serum cortisol cutoffs. In general, both tests had low

sensitivity and high specificity resulting in reasonable likelihood ratios for a positive test (adults:

high dose, 9.1; low dose, 5.9; children: high dose, 43.5; low dose, 7.7), but a fairly suboptimal

likelihood ratio for a negative test (adults: high dose, 0.39; low dose, 0.19; children: high dose, 0.65;

low dose, 0.34). For primary adrenal insufficiency, we included five studies enrolling 100 patients.

Data were only available to estimate the sensitivity of high dose ACTH stimulation test (92%; 95%

confidence interval, 81–97%).

Conclusion: Both high- and low-dose ACTH stimulation tests had similar diagnostic accuracy. Both

tests are adequate to rule in, but not rule out, secondary adrenal insufficiency. Our confidence in

these estimates is low to moderate because of the likely risk of bias, heterogeneity, and imprecision.

(J Clin Endocrinol Metab 101: 427–434, 2016)

Adrenal insufficiency is a life-threatening disorder

characterized by failure of adrenal cortisol produc-

tion either from adrenal disease (primary adrenal insuffi-

ciency, PAI) or deficiency of ACTH (secondary adrenal

insufficiency, SAI) (1, 2). Prompt diagnosis is important

because adequate hormonal replacement therapy is life-

saving (1, 3–5). Even with early diagnosis and institution

of therapy, patients with the diagnosis of adrenal insuffi-

ciency have higher mortality (6, 7), decreased quality of

life (8, 9), and increased risk of adrenal crisis (10, 11).

Adrenal insufficiency may present with nonspecific

symptoms (eg, fatigue, weight loss, nausea, loss of appe-

tite), resulting in a potential delay in diagnosis. In a cross-

sectional study of 216 patients with both primary and
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secondary adrenal insufficiency, 47% had symptoms for

more than 1 year before diagnosis and 20% had symptoms

for more than 5 years before diagnosis. The correct diag-

nosis was established during the initial medical encounter

in only 15% of patients (12).

Once adrenal insufficiency is suspected, biochemical

testing is required to confirm the diagnosis (1). The initial

step in evaluation is the measurement of baseline morning

serum cortisol and an ACTH stimulation test. The insulin

hypoglycemia test (insulin tolerance test) is considered the

gold standard for the diagnosis of SAI. This test may not

be possible in all situations because it requires medical

supervision and can be unsafe in patients with history of

seizures, cardiac disease, or the elderly (1, 13). The single-

dose overnight metyrapone stimulation test is another

confirmatory dynamic test that has been used in the past

for the diagnosis of adrenal insufficiency. Through its in-

hibition of 11-b-hydroxylase, metyrapone results in de-

creased cortisol levels with subsequent feedback stimula-

tion of ACTH and accumulation of the pre-enzyme block

substrate 11-deoxycortisol. This test has a similar diag-

nostic performance to the insulin hypoglycemia test and is

a potential alternative when there is a contraindication to

the insulin hypoglycemia test (13, 14).

The insulin-induced hypoglycemia test and the single-

dose overnight metyrapone tests are expensive, cumber-

some, and have potential significant side effects compared

to the ACTH stimulation tests. These latter tests assess the

serum cortisol response to acute ACTH stimulation with

either a 250-mg dose (high or standard dose) or 1-mg dose

(low dose) (1, 13).

The objective of this systematic review and meta-anal-

ysis was to compare the diagnostic accuracy of the high-

and low-dose ACTH stimulation tests in patients with ei-

ther primary or secondary adrenal insufficiency.

Materials and Methods

Eligibility criteria
Inclusion criteria for eligible studies were predefined in a

study protocol. We included observational and randomized
studies that assessed the diagnostic accuracy of high- and low-
dose ACTH stimulation tests for the diagnosis of PAI or SAI
when compared to a gold standard. In cases of PAI the gold
standard included clinical features, serum cortisol, serum ACTH
levels, and follow-up. In SAI, both the insulin tolerance test and
metyrapone test were considered gold standards. Exclusion cri-
teria included case series (uncontrolled studies), review studies,
and studies that evaluated patients with critical illness; patients
with expected secondary adrenal insufficiency because of exog-
enous steroid use (eg, patients with autoimmune diseases treated
with steroids, patients with asthma) or steroid therapy not dis-
continued before adrenal insufficiency testing (with no restric-
tion regarding time of discontinuation).

Search strategy
We conducted a comprehensive search of several databases

without language restriction from each database’s earliest incep-
tion to February 28, 2014. The databases included Ovid Medline
In-Process & Other Non-Indexed Citations, Ovid MEDLINE,
Ovid EMBASE, Ovid Cochrane Central Register of Controlled
Trials, Ovid Cochrane Database of Systematic Reviews, and Sco-
pus. The search strategy was designed and conducted by an ex-
perienced librarian with input from the study’s principal inves-
tigator (M.H.M.). Controlled vocabulary supplemented with
keywords was used to search for adrenal insufficiency. The de-
tails of the search are available in the supplemental material.
Cross-referencing with previously published systematic reviews
and contacting content experts were also performed to supple-
ment the electronic search.

Working independently and in duplicate, the reviewers
screened the available abstracts (N.SO., A.A., I.B., A.J., K.B.,
E.K.). Articles in full text were then retrieved and were reviewed
independently and in duplicate for eligibility. Disagreements be-
tween reviewers were resolved by consensus.

Data extraction for systematic review
Working independently and in duplicate, data from the in-

cluded studies were extracted using a standardized data extrac-
tion sheet, including baseline information about included studies
and the number of patients with true-positive, true-negative,
false-positive, and false-negative results. In cases where the re-
quired data were not present in the published manuscript, au-
thors were contacted for additional information (four authors
were contacted with response obtained from one author).

Quality of the studies
Critical appraisal of the included studies was performed in-

dependently and in duplicate following the Quality Assessment
of Diagnostic Accuracy Studies instrument. This includes the
assessment of the risk of bias and applicability in the following
domains: patient selection, index test, reference standard, and
flow and timing. This tool includes signaling questions to help
reviewers assess the risk of bias. One domain of the tool evaluates
patient selection and the methods used for enrolling patients (eg,
consecutive or random sample) and the appropriateness of ex-
clusion criteria. Another domain evaluates the index test and
whether it was interpreted without knowledge of the standard
reference. A domain about the reference standard evaluates
whether the interpretation of the reference standard was per-
formed without knowing the results of the index text. Finally, the
domain of flow and timing focuses on knowing when the refer-
ence standard was performed and in how many patients (15, 16).
Cases in which the reviewers’ assessment of the risk of bias dif-
fered were resolved by consensus.

Statistical analysis
Diagnostic estimates from included studies were pooled by

fitting a two-level mixed logistic regression model with indepen-
dent binomial distributions for the true positives and true neg-
atives. These distributions were conditional on the sensitivity
and specificity in each study. We also used a bivariate normal
model for the logit transforms of sensitivity and specificity be-
tween studies (17, 18). The analysis was done using STATA,
version 13 (StataCorp, College Station, TX). Heterogeneity be-
tween the studies was assessed using the I2 statistic. We report
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sensitivity, specificity, likelihood ratios, and diagnostic odds ra-
tios (ORs), with 95% confidence intervals (CIs).

Results

Search results

The results of the systematic search are shown in Figure

1. The systematic search identified 1284 potentially rele-

vant references of which 35 studies were included (30 in

SAI, five in PAI).

Risk of bias

Using the Quality Assessment of Diagnostic Accuracy

Studies-2 instrument, all included studied had moderate

risk of bias as shown in Supplemental Figure 1. This con-

clusion is mainly driven by unclear or inappropriate pa-

tient selection and referral bias leading to high prevalence.
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Figure 1. Study selection.
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Otherwise, the studies had low risk of bias in the domains

of index test, reference standard, and flow and timing.

Secondary adrenal insufficiency

We identified 30 studies (19–48) assessing the diag-

nostic performance of the ACTH stimulation test in pa-

tients with suspected SAI. Supplemental Tables 1 and 2

summarize the characteristics of these studies that enrolled

adults and children, respectively. These studies enrolled a

total of 1437 patients with a prevalence of SAI of 36%

(35% in adults and 38% in children). Most studies ad-

ministered ACTH IV.

We included studies that defined whether the test was

positive or negative based on predefined cutoffs that the

serum cortisol level had to exceed at any time after ACTH

administration, “peak cortisol level.” Other studies used

a specific time (30 or 60 minutes) to assess for this pre-

defined serum cortisol value to determine whether the test

was positive or negative. The distribution of the included

studies in terms of test used and cutoff is as follows:

• The overall analysis for the accuracy of high-dose

ACTH stimulation test in adults included 29 datasets

(19, 21–23, 25–29, 31, 33–40, 42, 44–46, 48). Six

studies were included in the analysis of high-dose

ACTH in adults using 500 nmol/L at 30 minutes as a

cutoff (22, 25, 28, 34, 39, 44), 14 studies used a 500

nmol/L peak serum cortisol value as a cutoff (19, 21,

23, 26, 29, 33, 36 –38, 40, 42, 45, 46, 48), and eight

a serum cortisol cutoff of 550 nmol/L (21, 23, 31, 33,

35, 38, 45, 48).

• The overall analysis for the accuracy of the low-dose

ACTH stimulation test in adults included 19 datasets

(19, 20, 23–25, 29, 35, 37, 38, 40, 43, 45, 46, 48).

Eleven studies used a 500-nmol/L peak serum cortisol

value for the low-dose ACTH stimulation test in adults

(19, 20, 23, 29, 37, 38, 40, 43, 45, 46, 48); six used a

peak serum cortisol level of 550 nmol/L as the cutoff

value (23, 35, 38, 43, 45, 48).

• The overall analysis of the low-dose ACTH stimulation

test in children included five datasets (30, 32, 41, 47).

Three studies evaluated the low-dose ACTH stimula-

tion test in children with a peak cortisol of 500 nmol/L

(32, 41, 47) and two a peak cortisol level of 550 nmol/

liter as the cutoff (30, 41). The overall analysis of the

high-dose ACTH stimulation test in children included

four datasets (30, 41, 47). Two studies evaluated the

high-dose ACTH in children using a peak of 500 nmol/

liter (41, 47) and two studies with a peak cortisol of 550

nmol/liter (30, 41).

Diagnostic performance in SAI

The diagnostic performance for the high- and low-dose

ACTH stimulation test in adults and children according to

three different test cutoffs are summarized in Table 1 and

2. Summary receiving operator characteristics curves are

in Figures 2 and 3 for low and high dose, respectively.

Studies were excluded if patients on long-acting steroid

were included or, because of the lack of a predefined gold

standard, reported equivocal results for the gold standard

or used a gold standard that was not compatible with the

inclusion criteria (14, 49–60).

In general, both tests had low and high specificity re-

sulting in reasonable likelihood ratios for a positive test

(adults: high dose, 9.1; low dose, 5.9; children: high dose,

43.5; low dose, 7.7), but a fairly suboptimal likelihood

ratio (LR) for a negative test (adults: high dose, 0.39; low

dose, 0.19; children: high dose, 0.65; low dose, 0.34). Both

high- and low-dose tests had moderate accuracy overall

(diagnostic ORs ranging from 23 to 67) primarily because

of the low sensitivity. However, there was no statistically

significant difference between accuracy of the high- and

the low-dose tests when comparing diagnostic ORs. The

analysis was associated with significant heterogeneity,

which is common in diagnostic meta-analysis. A summary

Table 1. Meta-Analysis Results: ACTH Stimulation
Tests for the Diagnosis of Secondary Adrenal
Insufficiency

Estimate 95% CI

Adult High-Dose ACTH
Stimulation Test
Sensitivity 0.64 0.52–0.73
Specificity 0.93 0.89–0.96
Likelihood ratio for positive test 9.1 5.7–14.6
Likelihood ratio for negative test 0.39 0.30–0.52
Diagnostic odds ratio 23 13–42

Adult Low-Dose ACTH
Stimulation Test
Sensitivity 0.83 0.75–0.89
Specificity 0.86 0.78–0.91
Likelihood ratio for positive test 5.9 3.8–8.9
Likelihood ratio for negative test 0.19 0.13–0.29
Diagnostic odds ratio 30 18–50

Children High-Dose ACTH
Stimulation Test
Sensitivity 0.36 0.10–0.73
Specificity 0.99 0.81–0.99
Likelihood ratio for positive test 43.5 1–1891.2
Likelihood ratio for negative test 0.65 0.36–1.15
Diagnostic odds ratio 67 1–4152

Children Low-Dose ACTH
Stimulation Test
Sensitivity 0.69 0.28–0.93
Specificity 0.91 0.63–0.98
Likelihood ratio for positive test 7.7 1.3–44.8
Likelihood ratio for negative test 0.34 0.10–1.18
Diagnostic odds ratio 23 2–313
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of the meta-analysis results is shown in Tables 1 and 2. The

receiver operator characteristic (61) curve for the high-

and low-dose ACTH stimulation test in adults are found

in Figures 2 and 3, respectively.

Primary adrenal insufficiency

We identified five studies (62–66) investigating the di-

agnostic performance of the high-dose ACTH stimulation

test for the diagnosis of PAI. The characteristics of these

studies are summarized in Supplemental Table 3.

Diagnostic performance in PAI

Data were insufficient to estimate specificity, likeli-

hood, and diagnostic ORs. Only the sensitivity (the rate of

a positive test among patients with confirmed PAI) was

estimable and was 92% (95% CI, 81–97%).

Discussion

This systematic review and meta-analysis aimed at iden-

tifying the diagnostic accuracy of ACTH stimulation test

Figure 2. Receiver operator characteristic curve–high-dose ACTH

stimulation test for secondary adrenal insufficiency. HSROC,

hierarchical summary receiver operating characteristic.

Figure 3. Receiver operator characteristic curve–low-dose ACTH

simulation test for secondary adrenal insufficiency. HSROC, hierarchical

summary receiver operating characteristic.

Table 2. ACTH Stimulation Tests for the Diagnosis of Secondary Adrenal Insufficiency Based on Cortisol Cutoff

Adults

High-Dose ACTH Test Low-Dose ACTH Test

Cortisol Cutoff

(nmol/liter) LR1 LR2 Diagnostic OR

No. of

Studies LR1 LR2 Diagnostic OR

No. r of

Studies

P Value

(for Difference)

500–30 minutes 6.3 (2.5–16) 0.32 (0.20–0.51) 20 (5–75) 6 NR NR NR NR NA
500–peak 12.4 (6.7–23.0) 0.48 (0.32–0.72) 26 (11–60) 14 7.1 (4.3–11.6) 0.21 (0.13–0.33) 34 (17–68) 11 .631
550–peak 6.4 (3.4–12) 0.36 (0.21–0.61) 18 (8–43) 8 3.8 (1.5–9.4) 0.23 (0.11–0.49) 16 (6–40) 6 .855

Children

High-Dose ACTH Test Low-Dose ACTH Test

500–peak 15.96 (2.12–120.04) 0.37 (0.01–12.95) 40.67 (1.1–1424.1) 2 18.3 (2.04–164.73) 0.31 (0.5–1.9) 93.63 (14.6–620.1) 3 .686
550–peak 6.1 (1.09–34.17) 0.78 (0.58–1.06) 7.96 (1.2–51.4) 2 4.3 (2.65–7.06) 0.2 (0.02–1.92) 24.8 (1.73–356.9) 2 .494

Abbreviations: LR1, likelihood ratio of a positive test; LR2, likelihood ratio of a negative test; NA, not applicable; NR, not reported.

Heterogeneity values (I2)–adults: high-dose 30-minute cutoff, 32%; high-dose 500 peak cut off, 90%; high-dose 550 peak cutoff: 81% low-dose

500 peak cut off: 88%; low-dose 550 peak cut off, 93%. Children: high-dose 500 peak cutoff, 60%; high-dose 550 peak cutoff, 0%; low-dose

500 peak cutoff, 0%; low-dose 550 peak cutoff. 66%.
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